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Letter from Antarctica

Arrived 30 October after a delay of 12 days because of bad
weather. We had a week of training before this: tents, cook-
ers, radios, weather reporting, etc. In the end it all
happened very quickly—hourly weather reports from
Patriot Hills and departed Punta Arenas, Chile, at
midnight. The landing by Hercules on ice was surprisingly
smooth—very noisy but no more than a rough landing in a
commercial aircraft. We had to unload quickly as the plane
can stay only for three hours on the ice before the engines
freeze. The pilots have a custom of chipping some ice oV
the runway to take back to Chile for their whisky!

I am currently on sabbatical from my general practice in
Scotland working for Adventure Network International for
four months at their Patriot Hills base in Antarctica. Patriot
Hills is at 80 degrees south, south of the Ronne ice shelf
close to the Ellsworth Mountains. It is 650 miles from the
South Pole. I flew from the UK to Punta Arenas in Chile,
then on to Patriot Hills. The flight to the base takes some
six hours and is by a commercially chartered Hercules
transport aircraft on contract for the season. The camp,
which only operates during the Antarctic summer (mid
October to mid February), is dismantled for the winter. It
is located close to a blue ice runway which is created by the
action of strong winds on the ice surface. The company
provides logistical support to major polar expeditions,
climbers, and a small group of tourists coming to
experience Antarctica. We have two Twin Otter aircraft
equipped with skis which are used for ferry flights to
Mount Vinson or the South Pole. For transport around
camp there are numerous skidoos and there is a tractor for
clearing snow. The climbers are mostly coming to climb
Mount Vinson, the highest point on the continent (16 067
ft). Many are attempting the “seven summits” which
involves climbing the highest peak on each continent.
Many of them have already climbed Mount Everest.

Soon after we arrived there was a severe storm. We sleep
in single person mountaineering tents, which had been
erected before we arrived but they were not protected by
snow walls. We had to cut snow blocks in the storm before
the tents were lost. It was extremely cold and many of us,
unused to the cold, suVered frostnip. Working in the cold is
diYcult because, if you cover your nose for any length of
time, your goggles freeze up so much that you cannot see,
and there’s nowhere to defrost them. Breathing on them to
try and heat them up just makes them worse. We all man-
aged to “dig in” without any tent loss, and it blew quite a
storm all night. In the morning most of our tents were
deeply buried and have remained so ever since. The snow
is almost up to the midpole level of my tent, but this helps
keeps the wind oV and stops it flapping about—it’s a bit like
staying in a snowhole. I have a 3 inch foam mattress on the
floor of the tent, on top of which is a thermarest mattress. I
sleep in a 5 season down sleeping bag with a wadding outer.
In the bag I have a fleece liner and sheet sleeping bag. I
wear a thermal suit with a polyester first layer, down boots,
and thin balaclava in bed. It’s just your nose that is uncov-
ered and you have to watch you don’t get frostnip at night
while asleep. It is light all the time so an eye mask is help-
ful, as are ear plugs to block out the noise of the tent
flapping—although this can lead to problems with hearing
the alarm clock!

After a while you get used to the cold. It is −10°C today,
which seems tropical. Last week it was −52° with windchill,
but with all the down clothing on I didn’t feel too cold. On
cold days you need down clothing. I wear a Goretex
covered down jacket over several diVerent layers. Fleecy
and wool items are essential and are quite practical as you
don’t really get wet. For the feet we use mukluks, which are
canvas outer boots with felt inner socks, on top of felt and
mesh insoles. We wash about once a week after melting
snow for a “shower”. You don’t actually seem to get dirty,
presumably as there is little dirt. Some may say we are all
pretty smelly but no-one seems to notice. Toilets are
primitive but eYcient and all human waste is flown out
frozen for disposal. You don’t want to be near this when the
heating starts in the aircraft!

Given that we have 24 hours of daylight it is diYcult to
keep track of time, so we use Chilean time on the base. Our
day begins at 8 am, although it takes quite a long time to get
on all the outdoor clothing, and then lunch at 1 pm with
dinner at 7 pm. We actually eat very well and are dining on
salmon and white wine tonight I believe! Cooking is carried
out on large gas stoves. All our water is from snow melted
by heat from burning the dregs from fuel drums. To gener-
ate power we have a large array of solar panels. There’s no
shortage of solar power as we have so much sunlight. We
also have a wind generator. Communication is by high fre-
quency radio using commercial channels, although the
conditions are often such that reception is poor. Back up
communication is by satellite phone (Inmarsat) which
works well but is rather expensive.

We have some neighbours nearby. There is a Chilean
army base about half a mile away. They are also in tents and
we all help each other out. They have a snocat which is a
great help in shifting snow. A contingent from NASA are
camped next to the Chileans testing their new mars rover.
It often trundles slowly past our camp pursued by the
NASA technicians on mountain bikes equipped with stud-
ded tyres for the ice!

The youngest person and first Swede to walk to the Pole
left about 10 days ago and hopes to take 55 days. He had
increased his weight to 90 kg by consuming an olive oil
diet, which he will continue to drink on the trip, and
expects to weigh about 70 kg by the end of his journey. His
trek began at Hercules Inlet which is about 20 minutes
from Patriots by plane, but found he’d left without his ski
poles so had to return to pick them up! This will have cost
him dearly. He is using a large kite to assist him. The
French army have just arrived and will be leaving in a few
days time for a four person manhaul to the pole. They have
brought their own doctor who is with the military in
Chamonix and he doubles as their radio operator.

From the medical point of view I have a “hospital tent”
with one bed. We have such things as oxygen, cardiac
monitor, a defibrillator, intravenous fluids, technical rescue
sleds, hard spine board, and vacuum mattress. There are a
wide range of general practice type drugs, both oral and
intravenous. I prevent the intravenous medications from
freezing by keeping them in the cook tent. Medevac flights
are by Twin Otter on the continent and then by Hercules to
Punta Arenas in Chile, and this can be a very slow process
if there are weather problems. I receive medical forms on all
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persons coming to the base which include questionnaires
for the traveller and their GP.

As the doctor, I am also expected to take part in general
duties around camp. These include lots of digging, cooking,
skidoo driving, runway clearing, weather reporting, and
radio work. I also have specific duties of running the mail
service and preparing cargo manifests for the flights.

All in all this is an excellent way to spend a sabbatical.
The cold can be pretty brutal early in the season and medi-
cally you are very isolated. The memories, however, will
live on for ever.

NEIL KENNEDY
Blackpots Farmhouse, Knock Street, Whitehills, BanV, Scotland

Exercise prescription: do we prescribe or do we just
recommend?

Exercise prescription schemes are active throughout the
United Kingdom. A doctor, usually a general practitioner,
prescribes exercise for his or her patient at the local leisure
centre. Exercise, for most people, is good for health.
Indeed, a sedentary lifestyle in the Western world in the
latter half of the 1900s has done much to make ischaemic
heart disease the number one killer. As a consequence,
national public health campaigns, and individual doctors
locally are trying to reverse this trend. The ultimate goals of
weight reduction, lowering blood pressure, improvement of
mood, and increasing strength and suppleness have the
potential to improve personal and population health, with
an additional possible benefit of reducing health service
costs. The government recently announced a programme
of measures, including exercise prescription, in response to
the increasing levels of obesity reported in the health survey
for England 1997.

Exercise prescription may not be quite that simple. Legal
liability for exercise prescription is an issue of particular
interest. Increasing physical activity may have public health
benefits through reduction of morbidity and mortality, but
these benefits do not always apply to each individual. Gen-
eral practitioners with no particular specialist knowledge in
sport and exercise medicine may be prescribing exercise
that may be, in fact, of a degree or type that could harm
their patients. Thankfully, to date there is no case law in
this area (MDDUS, 18 December 1998; MPS, 16 Decem-
ber 1998, private correspondence). However, as the
number of medical negligence cases rises each year,
perhaps it is only a matter of time.

The Medical Defence Union certainly feels there is a
potential problem here. The very use of the word
“prescribe” implies that the doctor knows exactly what
he/she has ordered and takes responsibility for it (MDU, 4
December 1998, private correspondence). There is a con-
cern that many general practitioners may not realise the
implications of exercise prescription for certain individual
patients.

In an alleged case of medical negligence the approach to
the standard of practice that the law expects of doctors was
first established by the case of Bolam v Friern Hospital
Management Committee.1 In this case, Mr Justice McNair
said, “A doctor is not guilty of negligence if he has acted in
accordance with a practice accepted as proper by a respon-
sible body of medical men skilled in that particular art”. He
also said, “A man need not possess the highest expert
skill . . .it is suYcient that he exercises the ordinary skill of
an ordinary competent man exercising that particular art”.
Thus the standard is set by the profession, in particular by
those who are skilled in the particular area of medicine in
question. The actions of a general practitioner are
compared with those of his/her general practitioner col-
leagues and of a neurosurgeon with his neurosurgeon col-

leagues. If medical expert witnesses can be found to agree
with a particular standard of practice in question then the
Bolam test is satisfied.

A recent case, Bolitho v City and Hackney Health
Authority2 reached the House of Lords and has provided
some modification to Bolam. Lord Brown-Wilkinson said,
“In particular cases involving as they so often do, the
weighing of risks against benefits, the judge, before accept-
ing a body of opinion as being responsible, reasonable or
respectable, will need to be satisfied that in forming their
view the experts have directed their minds to the question
of comparative risks and benefits and have reached a
defensible conclusion on the matter”.

At another point in his judgment he indicated that the
professional opinion must be able to withstand logical
analysis. Therefore the judge can evaluate the merits of the
expert opinion given in court and, in particular, can apply
a risk/benefit approach. This is potentially highly signifi-
cant for future medical negligence cases.

In exercise prescription two issues are thrown up by
Bolam and Bolitho. Firstly, the court may consider whether
prescribing exercise is ordinarily an activity undertaken by
the main body of general practitioners or whether it is only
undertaken by those with a particular skill in this area—that
is, sport and exercise medicine. We have heard in Bolam that
the highest expert skill is not expected, but the standard is
that of an ordinary competent man exercising that particular
art. As there is no case law to date it is not known what the
approach by the court would be (MDDUS, 18 December
1998, private correspondence). Is it reasonable that all gen-
eral practitioners can prescribe exercise or only those general
practitioners with an interest in sports medicine or only
those doctors with specialist training?

The second issue, raised in particular by Bolitho, is
whether before prescribing exercise the doctor has consid-
ered the relative risks and benefits of the prescription for
that particular patient. In addition to a full history and
examination, appropriate tests should be requested and all
risk factors evaluated.

Perhaps this is an area where guidelines would be help-
ful. If guidelines were published for the specific use of gen-
eral practitioners for their patients, they would have an in
built risk/benefit approach that would provide a useful prop
in the decision-making process.

The government wants more people to take regular
exercise now and is expecting exercise prescription to be
part of this process. Some doctors may feel uncomfortable
and exposed by this prospect. These doctors should use the
skills they have to make their own evaluations in each case
but then rather than “prescribing” exercise they should
perhaps “recommend” it. This is the approach taken by the
Medical Defence Union (4 December 1998, private corre-
spondence).
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Many doctors will remain happy to prescribe exercise in
the knowledge that the vast majority of their patients will
benefit, as long as a sensible approach to the type and
intensity of exercise is used. Exercise is an important pub-
lic health issue. Most people need to do more. Hopefully
this article has raised some medicolegal issues that those
giving exercise prescription will find useful.

My thanks to the Medical Defence Union, the Medical
Protection Society, and the Medical and Dental Defence

Union of Scotland for their helpful and valuable advice
when writing this article.

SOPHIE BURROWS
Rowcroft Surgery, Merrywalks, Stroud, Gloucestershire

Accepted for publication 26 May 1999

1 Bolam v Friern Hospital Management Committee [1957] 1 BMLR 1.
2 Bolitho v City and Hackney Health Authority [1997] 4 All ER 771.

BASM Merchandise 1999
Ties Single motif £6 + £1.50 p&p

Multi motif £6 + £1.50 p&p
Blazer badge Wire - 4 inches high £5 + £1.50 p&p

Wire - 3 inches high £5 + £1.50 p&p

New stock to order
Sweaters Lambswool fine knit, V-neck or round £32 + £3 p&p

neck with small motif. Machine washable.
State colour and chest size required.

Sweatshirts With small motif. £25 + £3 p&p
State colour and chest size required.

Polo shirts With small motif. £23 + £3 p&p
State colour and chest size required.
Some education polo shirts in cream
and grey are also available at the same price.

Send orders to John H Clegg JP BSc LDS RCS Eng, Hon Secretary,
Birch Lea, 67 Springfield Lane, Eccleston, St Helens, Merseyside WA10 5HB,
UK. (Tel: 01744 28198)
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